Celebrating diversity, math, and the power of storytelling!

Joyful stories and hands-on activities make it easy for kids and their grown-ups to explore everyday math together.

www.charlesbridge.com/storytellingmath
About the Book

Time for cocoa! Olivia and Mei have three big marshmallows to share. Olivia gets one, and Mei gets one. How will they share the last marshmallow?

About the Math

“One for you, one for me, and one more . . .” As Olivia and Mei discover, sometimes sharing fairly can be a challenge. If one child ends up with one marshmallow and the other with two, they know it’s not fair, even if they can’t count yet! When children find ways to share, they begin to develop real-world understanding of division and fractions.
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More, Less, or Same?
Fill a small bowl with large beads in two colors. (Pompoms, beans, or other small objects work, too.) Ask children to take a handful. Wonder together about whether you have more of one color. Then help children match the beads up to check.

Take One and Pass It Around
Gather a few people around a table and put out a plate with two more muffins than people. (Any snack-sized food will do.) Invite children to predict: “Are there enough for everyone to have one? Will there be any left over?” Pass the plate around and try it!

Match Up
During playtime, look for opportunities to invite children to match items one for one. “Do we have enough hats for each teddy to get one? Show me.” “The dinosaurs are going on a trip. Can we put one in each car, or do some of them need to double up?”

Point Out Pairs
From bicycle tires to socks, pairs are all around us. As you go about the day with children, describe the pairs you see and wonder together about any extras: “These two chopsticks make a pair. There’s another chopstick all by itself. Let’s look for its partner.”